Wedding at SLON

WEDDING AT SLON
The narrow,
paved lanes
of Ljubljana
are one of
the most
romantic
locations for
a stroll of the
newlyweds.

BEST WESTERN PREMIER HOTEL Slon is only a few
steps away from the Ljubljana castle and Townhouse.
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WEDDING AT SLON

Every wedding is different. Extraordinary events
deserve exceptional location.
Best Western Premier Hotel Slon enjoys
a long tradition in and a lot of experience
with preparing wedding celebrations
offering first-class culinary delights and
friendly staff.

The elegant Kavarna Hall An exclusive place for weddings
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Services
Renting Halls
The renting of Kavarna hall on the second floor
for wedding purposes and other events is for
free.
Accommodation
For the wedding night the hotel offers to the
wedding couple a luxurious suite for free.
For guests the hotel offers rooms and a special
reduced price.
Wedding menu
warm and cold Menus and Menus for the standup reception. These can be combined and
altered according to desire. For guests with
special food needs, we provide tailor-made
menus. For weddings with more than 100
people or with children there is a discount on
the menu.
Drink-packages
We are happy to be able to offer you different
packages of drinks, which can be altered to suit
your taste.

be paid at the day of the wedding.
Limousine
Hotel Slon offers a luxurious Limousine-service.
A one day cruise around Ljubljana is 45€.

Decoration
Hotel Slons florist is the Ljubljana wide known
Florist Mr. Peter Lovšin.
Cakes
Slaščičarna Zvezda, which is located in the
Hotel, offers a die selection of wedding cakes.
The price is calculated per piece and lies
between 3, 20-3, 50€. It is possible to choose
between different tastes and decoration styles.
Photograph
Der Hotel‘s photographer, Mr. Peter Irman is an
experienced Photographer and companion of
social events.

Invitations and Envelopes
For
invitations
and envelopes we recommend
Pricing and Payment
Services, which have been chosen together with the wedding-envelope designer Tine Fojkar.
the team in advance, are paid in advance. If, at
the reservation, the price ranges between 500€
and 1000€ we can make an agreement about
the prepayment. The still outstanding sum is to

Hotel Slon
provides its
guests with
a
glamorous
ambience
and
exquisite
cuisine.
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Wedding-celebrations in the
city-center
Ideal for eddings, birthdays and other
events.
“My wedding in Slon was
unforgettable. The food was
delicious, the waiters were
very friendly. What I liked
the most was that after the
celebrations we went to our
suite and had some time for
ourselves.”

Best Western Premier Hotel Slon
lies in the heart of Ljubljana and is
one of the most renowned
locations to organize an
unforgettable, romantic wedding.
The Hotel enjoys a rich tradition
of and has lots of experience in
preparing weddings it has firstclass culinary offers and friendly
staff.

Jasna

Weddings in Hotel Slon are
prepared on the second floor
where the famous Kavarna Hall is
located. The hall has a separate
entrance, a wardrobe and
restrooms, a banquet-kitchen and
a bar.
Every wedding is special. The
experienced hotel staff can
prepare any event ranging from a
simply cocktail party to a
sophisticated dinner with chosen
culinary highlights. The menu can
be tailored to the wedding
couple’s desires.

On reservation of a wedding
evening the hotel gifts the
newlyweds with a night in one of
the hotels suites for an
unforgettable wedding night.
The hotel offers a broad band of
services which will take time and
stress of the husband and wife
to-be's hands.

Partner Hotels
Everything in one place
In the hotel we decided to help the
newlyweds-to-be with finding the
best suppliers. Our partners are full
of experience and excellent at their
job.

Dvorana Kavarna hotela Slon
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Slaščičarna Zvezda provides
delicious sweets for your most
beautiful moments.
In their confectionery they create
heavenly cakes made of the best
ingredients, beautiful to look at and
delicious.

G. Marjan Lovšin is one of the most
famour florists in Ljubljana.
Her bouquets are innovative and
diverse.
G. Peter Irman is an experienced
phootographer. His wedding
pictures are extraordinary and
capture the charm of this important
day.
Tinashe is a famous brand of
designer Tina Fojkar. She designs
wedding-invitations and other
wedding-stationery, which the
guests will surely love.

